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Malachi Z York The Mind
Twice nominated for the Pulitzer Prize in poetry, Clifton extends her already formidable powers of revelation with these new poems. Her song springs almost spontaneously from her imagination to stitch surreality with concrete imagery drawn from temporal reality, revealing an essential mystery and wisdom from within.
A shockingly TRUE account of a woman living part of her teenage years and young adulthood as a Muslim wife and eventually became part of a 'Harem' inside of one of the most influential underground cults in the United States. Assuming the pen name of Ruby Garnett at the request of her family, the author recounts the circumstances that led her to eventually be enticed by the religious extremist dogma of one of the
most charismatic, influential underground cult leaders Black America has seen since since the likes of Father Divine... Garnett has a candidly-intimate conversation with the reader about her state of mind from beginning to end. She wrote "Soul Sacrifice" for the children that came forward to let someone know about the sexual abuse they suffered at the hands of Nuwabian cult leader Malachi York. Despite the threats,
harrassment and lack of support (from some of their own brainwashed parents), these brave survivors of abuse are the reason this story needs to be heard...
PT. 1 & 2: Uncovering the Truth about Dr. Malachi Z. York
The Man of Many Faces
One Story of Many
El's Holy Torah
The M.A.R.E. Program. Memories. Advancing. Remaining. Energy

Gregory Dismukes was unknowingly born as a multi-dimensional star seed of the Elohim." Born with amnesia to his true identity, Gregory survives an assassination attempt on his life at the age of 17, he is re-animated back into the world as part of the Memories Advancing Remaining Energy (M.A.R.E.) Program, a "multi-dimensional violence defense system built with highly advanced
extraterrestrial technology that activates the dormant DNA and the trilateral electrical system of the body, mind, and spirit." As he reaches "the prime age of 33," after learning of his physical death in a parallel universe, Gregory embarks on a journey where he uncovers a plot by the "Dark Ones to control the entire planet, and maybe even the Universe. Gregory's supernatural Capabilities became
known to him by an Extreme telepathic experience with his highest self. He learned of his other selves in parallel realities and they all began to communicate. Nubu Solar Re, Gee Phezi Ali, and Darnell Diablo are a product of the death of Gregory Dismukes. This new 3 in 1, and 1 in 3 versions of himself is the accumulation of a 4 in 1 versions of reality simultaneously, By Way of the MARE program
Night or day. Holographic in nature, they are everywhere they are, separate or together. On this mission one wants peace, one wants revenge, what the other one wants, you'll soon understand.
"The Ballot or the Bullet" is the title of a public speech by human rights activist Malcolm X. In the speech, which was delivered on April 3, 1964, at Cory Methodist Church in Cleveland, Ohio, Malcolm X advised African Americans to judiciously exercise their right to vote, but he cautioned that if the government continued to prevent African Americans from attaining full equality, it might be necessary
for them to take up arms. It was ranked 7th in the top 100 American speeches of the 20th century by 137 leading scholars of American public address. "It's time for us to submerge our differences and realize that it is best for us to first see that we have the same problem, a common problem - a problem that will make you catch hell whether you're a Baptist, or a Methodist, or a Muslim, or a
nationalist. Whether you're educated or illiterate, whether you live on the boulevard or in the alley, you're going to catch hell just like I am." Malcolm X
The Simple Path to Wealth
Extra Terra Astral
Symbol of the Everliving
Symbol of the Living Messiah
Are There Black Devils?
The Unfinished Quest for the Meaning of Quantum Physics
Even Among The Catholics They Have Clergy That Do Not Subscribe To Literal Interpretation Of Your Bible. If You Want To Know How One Goes From Being A Muslim To A Christian In A Very Elaborate, Militant, And Afrocentric Way You Need Only Follow The Changing Faces Of Dr. Malachi Z. York. You Follow? If Nuwaupu Is Made
To Question All Things The Convict Known As Dr. Malachi Z. York (Also Called Dwight York) Cannot Be Let Off The Hook Just Because He Gave Us Nuwaupu. Before We Can Be Agreeable About Nuwaupu We Have To Get The Disagreeable Things Out Of The Way. You Follow? So A Nuwaupian Of Any 'Mind' Or Way Of Thinking Can't Teach
Against Your Being A Christian. At Some Point, In Dr. Malachi Z. York's God Series Of Scrolls, He Even Talked Against Being An Atheist. At Some Point He Even Talked Against Freemasonry.
"In the dark, bewildering, trap-infested jungle of misinformation and opaque riddles that is the world of investment, JL Collins is the fatherly wizard on the side of the path, offering a simple map, warm words of encouragement and the tools to forge your way through with confidence. You'll never find a wiser advisor
with a bigger heart." -- Malachi Rempen: Filmmaker, cartoonist, author and self-described ruffian This book grew out of a series of letters to my daughter concerning various things-mostly about money and investing-she was not yet quite ready to hear. Since money is the single most powerful tool we have for navigating
this complex world we've created, understanding it is critical. "But Dad," she once said, "I know money is important. I just don't want to spend my life thinking about it." This was eye-opening. I love this stuff. But most people have better things to do with their precious time. Bridges to build, diseases to cure,
treaties to negotiate, mountains to climb, technologies to create, children to teach, businesses to run. Unfortunately, benign neglect of things financial leaves you open to the charlatans of the financial world. The people who make investing endlessly complex, because if it can be made complex it becomes more
profitable for them, more expensive for us, and we are forced into their waiting arms. Here's an important truth: Complex investments exist only to profit those who create and sell them. Not only are they more costly to the investor, they are less effective. The simple approach I created for her and present now to
you, is not only easy to understand and implement, it is more powerful than any other. Together we'll explore: Debt: Why you must avoid it and what to do if you have it. The importance of having F-you Money. How to think about money, and the unique way understanding this is key to building your wealth. Where
traditional investing advice goes wrong and what actually works. What the stock market really is and how it really works. Why the stock market always goes up and why most people still lose money investing in it. How to invest in a raging bull, or bear, market. Specific investments to implement these strategies. The
Wealth Building and Wealth Preservation phases of your investing life and why they are not always tied to your age. How your asset allocation is tied to those phases and how to choose it. How to simplify the sometimes confusing world of 401(k), 403(b), TSP, IRA and Roth accounts. TRFs (Target Retirement Funds), HSAs
(Health Savings Accounts) and RMDs (Required Minimum Distributions). What investment firm to use and why the one I recommend is so far superior to the competition. Why you should be very cautious when engaging an investment advisor and whether you need to at all. Why and how you can be conned, and how to avoid
becoming prey. Why I don't recommend dollar cost averaging. What financial independence looks like and how to have your money support you. What the 4% rule is and how to use it to safely spend your wealth. The truth behind Social Security. A Case Study on how this all can be implemented in real life. Enjoy the read,
and the journey!
The Religion Islam Unmasked
Your Road Map to Financial Independence and a Rich, Free Life
The Book of Light
Sacred Wisdom of Tehuti
Dr. York Vs. the Computer
Nibiru and the Annunaqi

Bill Cooper, former United States Naval Intelligence Briefing Team member, reveals information that remains hidden from the public eye. This information has been kept in Top Secret government files since the 1940s. His audiences hear the truth unfold as he writes about the assassination of
John F. Kennedy, the war on drugs, the Secret Government and UFOs. Bill is a lucid, rational and powerful speaker who intent is to inform and to empower his audience. Standing room only is normal. His presentation and information transcend partisan affiliations as he clearly addresses issues
in a way that has a striking impact on listeners of all backgrounds and interests. He has spoken to many groups throughout the United States and has appeared regularly on many radio talk shows and on television. In 1988 Bill decided to "talk" due to events then taking place worldwide, events
which he had seen plans for back in the early '70s. Since Bill has been "talking," he has correctly predicted the lowering of the Iron Curtain, the fall of the Berlin Wall and the invasion of Panama. All Bill's predictions were on record well before the events occurred. Bill is not a psychic.
His information comes from Top Secret documents that he read while with the Intelligence Briefing Team and from over 17 years of thorough research. "Bill Cooper is the world's leading expert on UFOs." -- Billy Goodman, KVEG, Las Vegas. "The onlt man in America who has all the pieces to the
puzzle that has troubled so many for so long." -- Anthony Hilder, Radio Free America "William Cooper may be one of America's greatest heros, and this story may be the biggest story in the history of the world." -- Mills Crenshaw, KTALK, Salt Lake City. "Like it or not, everything is changing.
The result will be the most wonderful experience in the history of man or the most horrible enslavement that you can imagine. Be active or abdicate, the future is in your hands." -- William Cooper, October 24, 1989.
This book examines the contemporary operational and theoretical parameters of Pan-Africanism and black nationalism in the post-civil rights era. It uses the Nuwaubian movement as a case study to explore this essential strand in African Diasporan history, culture, and tradition. The author
argues that the Nuwaubian Nation, like their contemporaries such as the Nation of Islam, represents contemporary efforts of African descendants to dialectically and culturally fight oppression. He argues that unlike the classical Back to Africa movements, the contemporary ones do not seek to
primarily relocate to Africa, but to go to Africa culturally and bring back Africa to the diaspora. This effort can be seen in the Nuwaubian attempts at unearthing and importing classical African traditions, mores, and values in their in their various communities across the United States,
especially in Eatonton, Georgia. Their aim was to chart an identity for their adherents and inspire racial pride for people of African descent.
The Mystery Clouds- Are They UFO's?
The Kemetic Tree of Life Ancient Egyptian Metaphysics and Cosmology for Higher Consciousness
The Autobiography of Mobb Deep's Prodigy
Right Knowledge
Breaking the Spell
The Sirens of Titan
"A memoir about a life almost lost and a revealing look at the dark side of hip hop's golden era ... a story of struggle, survival, and hope down the mean streets of New York City"--Dust flap jacket.
Tha Sik Life is a storyline based on actual events in my journey through space and time. This depiction of my "alternate reality" was designed to inspire, uplift, and enlighten. This is a testimonial of the utilization of pure mind power and having the knowledge to tap into that vast reservoir of creative and agreeable energy for higher pursuits in life. Through pure mind power I was able to discover
hidden truths about self and persevered seemingly insurmountable odds. I was determined to discover my "true self"; I woke up one morning quit my job, abandoned my plush suburban apartment, gave my "hot rod" to my younger brother, then proceeded to surrender my sanity and all that I believed in and began traveling a never ending journey of self-discovery. A lot of time and uncompromising
effort was put into completing this portion of The Sik Life saga. The idea for this actually began ten years ago while I was incarcerated at the Tri-County Jail in Mechanicsburg, Oh. I would often entertain and enchant fellow inmates with vivid anecdotes, and articulate with unparallel compassion, wild and bizarre life stories. Many were more intrigued by my way of life which at that time was
Factology/Nuwaubu taught by the man of our day and time, the master-teacher, Dr. Malachi Z. York, who is currently incarcerated under false pretenses ("Free Dr. York!"). I would entertain these cats for hours. Some stories were so entertaining that I would often be compensated to reiterate certain ones.
The Wisemen
Dr. York - the Truth
Fact Or Fiction
The Book of the Dead (Coming Forth by Day)
What Is Real?
Nuwaubian Pan-Africanism
Ashby explains the Tree of Life metaphysical teachings, disciplines, and techniques from the hieroglyphic texts.
This book is discussing patterns of radical religious thought in popular forms of Black music. The consistent influence of the Five Percent Nation on Rap music as one of the most esoteric groups among the manifold Black Muslim movements has already gained scholarly attention. However, it shares more than a strong pattern of reversed racism with the Bobo Shanti Order, the most rigid branch of the Rastafarian faith, globally popularized by Dancehall-Reggae artists like
Sizzla or Capleton. Authentic devotion or calculated marketing? Apart from providing a possible answer to this question, the historical shift of Bobo adherents from shunned extremists to firmly anchored personifications of authenticity in mainstream Rastafarian culture is being emphasized. A multi-layered comparative case study attempts to shed light on the re-contextualization of language as well as expressed dogmatic perceptions and symbolism, attitude towards other
religious groups and aspects of ethnic discrimination. Further analysis includes the visibility of artists and their references to practical and moral issues directly derived from two obscure ideologies that managed to conquer airwaves and concert halls.
Government Raids on Religious Communities
Our True Roots
Truth and Blackness in the Ansaru Allah Community
Can You Be a Christian Nuwaupian?
Metaphysical Africa
Storming Zion
"The Man of Many Faces" is a revelation! Finally here is the most comprehensive and objective critique of the Nuwaubian movement, detailing the life and teachings of the man at the helm, Malachi Z. York. What this book does above all, is allow the reader to go on a journey through his life, examining in detail his
philosophies and actions, enabling both supporters and detractors to arrive at their own conclusions. Available now, the most 'Groundbreaking' and thoroughly accurate investigation into the history of Dr. Malachi. Z. York & The Nuwaubian Nation of Moors, ever undertaken. African Journalists; Yovan Christenson & Olu
Femi Olatula, have conducted almost 10 years of exhaustive research into the history and inner workings of the Nuwaubians and their Enigmatic leader Malachi York. Now for the first time, this book unveils the entire truth behind the man known by many names, and his extraordinary Movement, with over 500 pages of
detailed Facts, Photographs, Illustrations & Diagrams.
Atlanta Journal Constitution journalist tells the convoluted story of the Nuwaubians and their cult leader, Dwight York, convicted in the largest child molestation prosecution in the United States, begging the question "How did this happen here?"
My Infamous Life
YOUR POTENTIAL
The Degree of Muhammadism
Let's Set the Record Straight
LAND OF THE FREE: Can Black Wall Street Be Resurrected?
What Is Nuwaupu?

Dr. York - A Government targeted Messianic figure and product of UFO abductions as a Child, called of God to raise 144,000 purified Souls. Laboring day and night authoring over 500 Books, mastering the Languages doing in-depth study of all the Scriptures and World Religions he embarked on his mission to raise the Children of God. Relocating to Georgia after over 2 decades of Humanitarian
works in New York he discovers that his own Tribal Members have falsely accused him of crimes by way of threats and money offered by the U.S. Government which leads to his arrest, conviction and sentence of 135 years at the most secure Prison in the World - ADMAX Florence, Colorado. Maintaining his innocence since his 2002 arrest, Dr. York wants the truth to be told about his innocence so
that his name can be cleared and he can walk out a free man.
Malachi Constant, "the richest man in America," gives up his indulgent lifestyle to follow an urgent calling to probe the depths of space. He participates in a Martian invasion of Earth, mates with the wife of an astronaut adrift on the tides of time, and follows the lure of the "Sirens of Titan."
Ungodly
Science of Healing
Man from Planet Rizq
The Ballot Or the Bullet
Behold a Pale Horse
Biographical Rebuttal to People Magazine

While scholars, media, and the public may be aware of a few extraordinary government raids on religious communities, such as the U.S. federal raid on the Branch Davidians in 1993, very few people are aware of the scope of these raids or the frequency with which they occur.
Inspired by the Texas State raid on the Fundamentalist Church of Latter-day Saints in 2008, authors Stuart A. Wright and Susan J. Palmer decided to collect data on all the raids of this kind that have taken place in Western-style democracies over the last six decades. They
thus established the first archive of raided groups and then used it see if any patterns could be identified. Their findings were shocking; there were far more raids than expected, and the vast majority of them had occurred since 1990, reflecting a nearly exponential
increase. What could account for this sudden and dramatic increase in state control of minority religions? In Storming Zion, Wright and Palmer argue that the increased use of these high-risk and extreme types of enforcement corresponds to expanded organization and
initiatives by opponents of unconventional religions. Anti-cult organizations provide strategic "frames" that define potential conflicts or problems in a given community as inherently dangerous, and construct narratives that draw on stereotypes of child and sexual abuse,
brainwashing, and even mass suicide. The targeted group is made to appear more dangerous than it is, resulting in an overreaction by authorities. Wright and Palmer explore the implications of heightened state repression and control of minority religions in an increasingly
multicultural, globalized world. At a time of rapidly shifting demographics within Western societies this book cautions against state control of marginalized groups and offers insight into the reasons why the responses to these groups are often so reactionary.
The Ansaru Allah Community, also known as the Nubian Islamic Hebrews (AAC/NIH) and later the Nuwaubians, is a deeply significant and controversial African American Muslim movement. Founded in Brooklyn in the 1960s, it spread through the prolific production and
dissemination of literature and lecture tapes and became famous for continuously reinventing its belief system. In this book, Michael Muhammad Knight studies the development of AAC/NIH discourse over a period of thirty years, tracing a surprising consistency behind a
facade of serial reinvention. It is popularly believed that the AAC/NIH community abandoned Islam for Black Israelite religion, UFO religion, and Egyptosophy. However, Knight sees coherence in AAC/NIH media, explaining how, in reality, the community taught that the Prophet
Muhammad was a Hebrew who adhered to Israelite law; Muhammad’s heavenly ascension took place on a spaceship; and Abraham enlisted the help of a pharaonic regime to genetically engineer pigs as food for white people. Against narratives that treat the AAC/NIH community as a
postmodernist deconstruction of religious categories, Knight demonstrates that AAC/NIH discourse is most productively framed within a broader African American metaphysical history in which boundaries between traditions remain quite permeable. Unexpected and engrossing,
Metaphysical Africa brings to light points of intersection between communities and traditions often regarded as separate and distinct. In doing so, it helps move the field of religious studies beyond conventional categories of “orthodoxy” and “heterodoxy,” challenging
assumptions that inform not only the study of this particular religious community but also the field at large.
Tha Sik Life: Burnt Bridges & Crossroads
Radical religious thought in Black popular music. Five Percenters and Bobo Shanti in Rap and Reggae
Soul Sacrifice
Is Jesus God?
A True Story of Unprecedented Evil
Back to Our Root
The untold story of the heretical thinkers who dared to question the nature of our quantum universe Every physicist agrees quantum mechanics is among humanity's finest scientific achievements. But ask what it means, and the result will be a brawl. For a century, most physicists have followed Niels Bohr's Copenhagen interpretation and
dismissed questions about the reality underlying quantum physics as meaningless. A mishmash of solipsism and poor reasoning, Copenhagen endured, as Bohr's students vigorously protected his legacy, and the physics community favored practical experiments over philosophical arguments. As a result, questioning the status quo long meant
professional ruin. And yet, from the 1920s to today, physicists like John Bell, David Bohm, and Hugh Everett persisted in seeking the true meaning of quantum mechanics. What Is Real? is the gripping story of this battle of ideas and the courageous scientists who dared to stand up for truth.
Man from Planet RizqThe Man of Many FacesPT. 1 & 2: Uncovering the Truth about Dr. Malachi Z. York
The Unshakable Facts - the Raatib
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